SABRINA BENTLER
Account Executive
Sabrina Bentler began her career in unemployment compensation consulting
in 2000 with Corporate Cost Control as a receptionist. As a highly motivated
individual, Sabrina spent time learning the industry and was promoted in 2002
to Support Services. She supported Account Managers by assisting them with
benefit charges, generating reports, along with continuing to assist with daily
operations.

Sabrina enjoys
spending time with
friends and family.
She has two very
active children, so
most of her free time
is spent on baseball
fields, football fields,
basketball courts
and cheerleader
competitions. Sabrina
doesn’t just watch;
she also coaches!

CCC is a national
unemployment cost
control service provider
with offices throughout
the United States. CCC’s
management team
has over 250 years of
experience. With our full
service unemployment
cost control service,
you can better manage
your entire process and
dramatically reduce your
state unemployment
costs.

Offices Nationwide

Her customer service skills and the knowledge she had gained resulted in a
promotion to Account Manager in 2003. Sabrina was responsible for handling
all aspects of the clients’ unemployment program. This included processing
unemployment claims, appeals, representing them during the unemployment
hearing process, conducting training workshops and delivering client reports.
In 2009, Jay and Tim Rooney acquired Corporate Cost Control. At that
time Sabrina was moved to Senior Claims Analyst & Hearings Coordinator.
Sabrina’s duties were modified and she began having a deeper focus on the
hearing portion of the program. Sabrina’s critical thinking skills allowed her
to provide excellent guidance during both the appeal and hearing processes.
Sabrina also worked with Independent Hearing Representatives insuring that
they provided the superior customer service and representation that CCC is
known for.
In 2010 Sabrina was promoted to Account Executive. With her long tenure in
unemployment compensation consulting, Sabrina has an ability to work with
a diverse group of clients. She is able to adjust and work with organization;
no matter the size or industry. Currently Sabrina is working with clients such
as, Safeway, Best Buy, Vanderbilt University, City of Dallas, City of San Diego,
and Medtronic.
“I will increase customer satisfaction by anticipating what the customers
want, providing it to them on a consistent basis and asking them how
we are doing. Customer Feedback is key.” – Sabrina Bentler
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